Business Professional Dress Code for Men
Clothing

Colors

Details

Suits


Plain dark suits: black, navy, dark grey,
dark brown;

Suit should be tailored to fit close (but
not
tight)
to
your
body;



Pinstripe suits are also acceptable and
highly regarded in the finance industry and
management;

If possible choose a suit of a good
quality, especially if you have to wear
business professional clothing daily;



White, soft blue, ivory, beige, champagne;

Shirt must be well pressed;

Shirts
Avoid button-down collars, as they are
still seen as a more sporting style;
instead look for a dress shirt with
spread collar;
Dress Pants


Black, navy, dark grey, dark brown;

Trousers should always match the
jacket;
When buying a suit, consider taking a
second pair of matching trousers as
the dress pants usually suffer more
than the jacket;

Ties


Must be coordinated with the suit

Although bow tie is considered to be
the acceptable item of business
professional attire, it is very unusual
to wear one; it is generally better to
favor classic neckties;



Solid Color

Avoid wearing socks with
patterns or pictures on them;



The same color of the suit and at least as
dark as the suit;



Preferably black;



Alternatively, at least as dark as the socks;

Socks
logos,

Shoes
Shoe types are: lace up formal shoes
and classic oxfords;
Business professional footwear should
be leather or suede;
Accessories
Jewelry and Accessories

Details



Cufflinks are essential;
You can skip cufflinks only in case you know your colleagues don’t wear cufflinks or if
wearing them would be impractical due to the nature of your work;



A good quality watch is desirable;



Wedding or engagement rings are always allowed, but any other rings should be kept
to a minimum;








Fresh Breath
Professional hairstyle
Moderate amount of cologne or aftershave
Trimmed Nails
Covered Tattoos
Minimum amount of piercing

Overall Look
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